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To:      Talon Grips 
 
From:  Lt. B. Arrington 
            Special Operations – Swat Commander and Range Master 
 
Date:   September 25, 2015 
 
Re:      TALON Grips LE Testing & Evaluation Program 
 
 
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to test and evaluate your grips.   
 
The grips were assigned to our Swat Team Firearms Instructor’s for evaluation.  We followed the provided 
instruction that did an excellent job of explaining the proper procedure for installing the grips. 
 
Our shooting platforms were 2 different weapons, first the S&W M&P 4.25 inch 45. And second the S&W 
M&P 9mm Shield. 
 
The grips were easy to install and adhered to the weapons with no issues.  The only issue we had was with the 
9mm Shield grip that attached to the magazine.  The grip would shift and not stay in place with both 
magazines used.  We realigned them, use heat again and let them set before attempting to use the magazines 
again.  Unfortunately we had the same results of the small mag grip shifting, and we removed it and continued 
our testing. 
 
Both grips performed flawlessly, and we like the new designed rear wrap for the Shield.  We were able to 
establish a proper grip from the holster and transition that grip to the target.  During recoil we found that we 
could again maintain that proper grip without any issues.   
 
The majority of the shooters recommend the 702 – Rubber – black for duty use.  The 702-Granulate – black 
would be excellent for Tactical Teams, but our concern was the grip making contact with a duty uniform and 
damaging it.   
 
Overall we would highly endorse these grips for all Law Enforcement use.  Easy to install, and stayed in place 
while shooting.  I would like to see the rear wrap for the .45 instead of the seam ending in the middle of the 
grip.  
 
We would like to see if you could design a similar grip for out LWRC Tactical Rifles.    
 


